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) = diag( 1;  1;  1;  1)
is the Minkowski matrix.
The 
0
-order string-inspired eective action in the Ein-
stein frame that we will deal with is given by [4, 6]
S
e
[g;A; ; ] =
Z
M
[R+ 16     d ^  d
+2 e








where R is the Ricci scalar of the metric tensor, F is the
electromagnetic eld 2-form and  is a dilatonic mass-
less scalar eld. In terms of the inverse string tension

0
(Regge slope) and the string coupling constant g the





(to be more pre-
cise, g is related to the string coupling constant, see [4]).
The Euler class e(M) of TM occuring in (2.2) is in four


















 is the volume element with components 
Æ
.
We claim to obtain a stringy solution which is of the
rst order in the inverse string tension 
0
. Of course
at the rst place it means one should have a zero-order
solution in 
0
that solve equations of motion for the
action (2.2) if we let 
0
to be zero, or in other words,
a purely classical solution of the Einstein equations
coupled with a scalar eld and perfect uid. Then the

0
-order stringy solution we are looking for is naturally
viewed as rst order correction of the classical solution,
and it has to coincide with the latter when 
0
goes to zero.













If only terms linear in 
0
are considered, one is forced
to keep terms of 
0
-order in the corresponding equations
of motion. Particularly, the coupling fuction standing at
F ^ F , being already of O(
0
) becomes in our approxi-




In order to be able to compare a obtained 
0
- order
solution with some known ones, we have also added an
extra contribution arising from a eld . Physically it
may represent an energy density of a fermionic matter,
that is in our model approximated by a perfect uid of a
pressure p. Although this picture is rather intuitive, later
it will turn out to be usefull. From the symmetry con-
siderations both the energy density and the pressure are
functions of r only. If one wants to supress the fermionic
matter and recover an ordinary action with the cosmo-
logical constant , then our approach is fruitful too since
the state equation + p = 0 along with  =  8p gives
the desired modication of the action.
An usual progress is to introduce a uid comoving sys-
tem, in which the uid particles movement is uniquely




To briey summarize - in the action (2.2) one has con-
tributions from curvature (Einstein-Hilbert as zero-order
and Gauss-Bonnet as rst-order), furthermore from the
dilatonic scalar eld  and nally from the charged per-
fect uid (fermionic matter).
Let us very briey mention basic properties of the ge-
ometry of uid particles worldlines congruences. An ac-
celeration is given as _u =   d. Since the problem is
stationary, both expansion and shear tensor are vanish-














The last two statements shows that the fermionic uid
rotates as a rigid body.
A straightforward calculation gives the following for-

















































. If e(M) did not
vanish identically then the metric eld equations of mo-
tion would form a coupled system of complicated non-
linear second-order equations. Thus a great simplica-
tion grows as one assumes that  bears a xed value
through the spacetime, which in turn guaranties that the
Euler class is vanishing. Henceforth we will assume that
the function  is constant, without loss of the generality
equal to zero, so the Euler class is vanishing. Our prob-
lem in fact reduces to Einstein-Maxwell plus scalar elds
system.
Our next task is to try to nd the zeroth-order solution
for the dilatonic eld.
3. ZEROTH-ORDER SOLUTION
In this paragraph we derive a solution of zero-order in

0
. In this case the action (2.2) becomes Einstein-dilaton
plus uid system. The Einstein eld equations written


















































, and 1-form 












Finally T is the total stress-energy tensor of the perfect
uid and the masseless scalar eld,
8T = 8 [(+ p)u













3Explicit form of the Einstein equations is special case
of the system (4.2) if  is set equal to zero.







The scalar eld equation of motion is the massless
Klein-Gordon equation


















= 0 : (3.3)
The Bianchi identity, provided that the dilatonic equa-
tion of motion (3.3) is satised, becomes
u ^  [ du+ d(pu)] = 0 :
Because of the independence of r and z coordinates in
(4.2) one can carry out the separation of variables in























The equation (4.2f) is an integral of (4.10), so one has
reduced the problem to solving six equations (4.2) plus
(3.4) for six unknowns: ; f; l; Æ and physical quantities
of pressure p, mass (energy) density  and dilaton .
Inserting of (4.2a), (4.2b) and (4.2c) into (4.2f) yields


































The authors have been able to nd a solution to (3.5)
if 
2








This especially simple linear dependence of the dilaton is
common in papers [2, 3, 4]. It also naturally emerges once
one admits the dilatonic dependence only on the coordi-
nate along the rotation axis. Since the dilaton blows up
at the z-innities, they can be condidered as additional
sources of scalar charge.



















































+D +E ; (3.8b)
with 
; C; D; E; F integration constants. The physical















The formulae (3.8) and (3.9) are expressed in terms of
an arbitrary non-constant C
2
function  that reects the
radial coordinate rescaling possibility.
4. FIRST-ORDER SOLUTION
An electromagnetic eld is represented by a 2-form F
in the action (2.2). The electromagnetic eld, being al-
ready of 
0
-order, is non-minimally coupled to gravity
with the rm (exponential) dependence on the longitudi-
nal direction. Our next task is to take a suitable Ansatz
for the electromagnetic eld and then solve the equations
of motion.
Let charge be distributed with a current density j(r; z)
through a spacetime. Note we have not included the
source term A ^ j, where A is a vector potential, into
the action (2.2) because of technical simplicity. This is
possible if and only if A^j is an exact form and can be
transformed away.
Let us turn to the string-inspired charged gravity. Of
great physical importance, in particular on the eld of
rotating spacetimes we deal with, is the case when the
Lorentz force, in the comoving system proportional to
(u ^ F ), acting on the uid (fermionic) particles van-
ishes. In the uid rest frame it means that only a mag-
netic eld survives. The formof the metric eld equations
of motion, namely the 'z and 'r components, leads us
to exclude the spacetime with electric currents parallel
to the axis of rotation, in which the angular part of the
magnetic eld vanishes identically. The electromagnetic


















The presence of the radial magnetic eld may seem to
be articial because it causes a strange phenomena - an
occurence of magnetic charges (monopoles). In fact, this
is the case. But the form of zr-component of the Ein-
stein equations, namely the equation (4.2d), enforces the
existence of the radially pointing magnetic eld in order
for the dilaton to be also radially dependent. Otherwise
it would simply be given by (3.6).
It should be noted that in [4] an 
0
-order term propor-
tional to the invariant (F ^ F ) also enters the action.
However, since we xed the electromagnetic eld in such
a way that the Lorentz force vanishes, this term vanishes
identically and will be postponed until section 5.
The metric eld equations of motion following from the
superstring eective action (2.2) are the Einstein equa-
tions (3.1) with the stress-energy tensor (3.2) enriched by
4the electromagnetic eld contribution [8], where electro-











 (F ^ i
^
 F   i
^
F ^ F ) :



























































































































































and it is to be completed by the massless Klein-Gordon
equation (3.4), which does not undergo any changes, and
furthermore by the modied Maxwell equations. In (4.2)







Variation of the string action (2.2) with respect to a
vector potential A yields the generalized Maxwell equa-
tions
















































The same procedure as in the zero-order case gives the



























































Because the dilaton is written as (2.4) and 
(0)
does













) and should be neglected. Putting to-
gether equations (4.2d), (4.5a) and (4.4) we have arrived
at the following conditions for the electromagnetic eld




u ^ F = 0 :
(4.6)
The equations (4.2) and (4.6) are solved by a purely lon-
















; B = const (4.7)
while the radially pointing magnetic eld vanishes, i.e.
B
r^
= 0 in (4.1). As a matter of fact one has quite trans-
parent physical interpretation of the found result. Since




conclude that the uid particles are the charge carriers,
i.e. the current density is purely convectional, j = u.













But there is a price we must pay for the simplication.
Note that the exterior derivative of (4.7) does not vanish
which means that we deal with a current of the magnetic
5monopoles and one has to introduce a magnetic charges























Equations (4.8) and (4.9) show us that the source term
A ^ j is identically vanishing.
Essentially there are two possibilities to keep this sit-
uation physically acceptable. Either we can expect that
going to a non-abelian gauge elds will smooth out this
solution, or, in the case of abelian gauge elds, it is pos-
sible to introduce j
m
explicitly in the action (2.2), but
one has to break the general covariance to do this [9].
Now we can straightforwardly solve the Einstein equa-
tions. From the same reason as in the zero-order case
one has one degree of freedom corresponding to the ra-
dial coordinate rescalling possibility. One nds that one
has seven independent equations for exactly unknowns:
four metric functions f; l; ; Æ and four physical quan-
tities p; ; ; .








The Bianchi identity in our case, provided that the
scalar eld equation of motion (3.4) is fullled, is
u ^ ( du+ d(p u) +   e

(0)
F ) = 0 : (4.10)
After all one obtains the result (3.7) with the following
































For the energy density, the pressure and the charge






































The mathematical structure of the solution (4.11) and
(4.12) of the Einstein-Maxwell equations (4.2) is much
the same as the zeroth-order one (3.8) and (3.9). The dif-
ferences appearing in the presence of the term quadratic
in  in the function l
2
in (4.11) and the linear terms
in  in (4.12) which occurs due to the existence of the
magnetic eld. The function f remains unchanged.
Of course no every specialization of the integration
constants in (4.11) leads to cylindrically symmetric
spacetime. If one requires the found solutions to be cylin-
drically symmetric and regular at the origin the axial
symmetry condition and the elementary atness condi-
tion have to be imposed [10]. In our case, provided  / r
2
































5. CASE WITH MORE SCALAR FIELDS
It is known from string that the eective description
at low energies may contain not only the dilaton, but
also others tensor elds, depending on how the compact-
ication was carried out [11]. Among them is most im-
portant an axionic tensor eld that can be, just in four
dimensions, represented by an extra massless scalar eld.
Also some additional massless scalar elds, called modu-
lus elds, may be present [4].
It is straightforward to generalize the zeroth order so-
lution (3.8) and the rst order solution (4.11) in the case
when more scalar elds are present. We shall consider
N massless scalar elds 
i
, i = 1; 2; ::N , and N non-





  and  
N
  will be reered to as the dilaton
and axion respectively. The total string-inspired eective































F ^ F   4  F ^ F

: (5.1)






















can be written a similar way to equa-
tion (2.4).
5.1. Zeroth order in 
0
The Klein-Gordon equation (3.3) for each of the scalar
elds 
i
still holds, while the equations of motion for the








) = 0 ; (5.2)
for each index i. The modied Einstein's eld equation
are listed below. Again, as in section 3, the authors were





depends on the radial coordinate. Then






























are integration constants. Thus the only



























5.2. First order in 
0
As a consequence of the presence of more massless
scalar elds, one has to modify the equation (4.2) in the

















































on the right-hand side of the equation





















Similarly the equation (4.2f) will be changed in an obvi-






























The term containing F ^ F does not contribute to the
metric eld equations of motion.
It was stated before that the scalar elds are decom-






















As a matter of fact it is seen that all terms in the modied



















are already of O(
02
) and have to be ignored.
Therefore we continue to keep our Ansatz (4.7) for the
electromagnetic eld. From this fact it immediately fol-
lows that the term F ^F vanishes identically. The equa-
tion (4.9) should be modied due to the presence of the





can be set equal to one, and so in particular the equation
(4.9) applies in this case as well. It also means that, for





















. The resulting metric and physical quantities are still

















Since the Einstein's equations give us no information
with respect to the elds  
i
one has to solve their equa-
tions of motion (5.2). One can carry out the separation





























are arbitrary constants and the func-
tions 
i
are solutions of second-order equations that can




















= 0 : (5.10)
6. ON SOME ATRIBUTES OF THE SOLUTION
We briey comment on some physical atributes of the
solution (4.11). Clearly the Lorentz force is vanishing.
Also it can straightforwardly seen that the source term
A ^ j is exact form. Furthermore non-geodesic motion
of the uid should be understood as a mere consequence
of a pressure inhomogeneity. Indeed it follows from fact
that the accelaration is _u =   d and that the Bianchi
















In this way the metric (4.11) is static if and only if 
 = 0.
Let us also write down how the energy conditions re-
strict the ranges of the integration constants in (4.11).
The strong along with the dominant energy condition
























In [4] there was found Godel-type solution in the

0
-order case using Som and Raychaudhuri Ansatz for
the electromagnetic eld. More precisely their solution
turned out to be most favored between others cases, also
belonging to the 
0
-order. The authors considered merely
7the dilaton and axion for simplicity. Now, having the so-
lution (4.11) we are in position to recover this metric by
simple specialization of the integration constants satisfy-
ing regularity conditions (4.13). The following appropri-











































The physical meaning of the constant a will be clear








). We obtain new metric that depends
on three parameters - a; B and C (explicit form is omit-
ted here). This solution describes an inhomogeneous uni-
verse and from (6.1) it is immediate that C must not be





























which is manifestly of the Godel-type. If in addition the
state equation p +  = 0 is requested, the scalar eld












The latter equation reects fact that the non-vanishing
cosmological constant rather then the perfect uid is con-
sidered. If we let  ! 0 then from the section 3, espe-















































 1, which follows from
the energy conditions (6.1). Equations (6.3), (6.5) and
(6.6) are identical with the solution of Kanti and Vayon-
akis in [4] mentioned above.
For the axion one has the equations (5.9) and (5.10).
With help of the elementary theory of Legendre polyno-
mials we nd v = 
1
and



































, the latter equality immediately implying
g
''
 0. Thus there are no CTC's in the spacetime.





positive for suÆciently large r (since  is positive). Thus
the rst order corrections cause the chronology violation.
We could also obtain proper generalization of another
solution in [4] with a positive cosmological constant, sim-
ply by carrying out the imaginary transformation a! ia
in (6.2), but we will not follow this line further.
The last remark concernes the algebraic classication
of the Weyl tensor. It turns out that the metric (4.11)







where it is of type O.
7. DISCUSSION
In the paper a class of stationary symmetric space-
times within the framework of string-inspired theory of
gravity was found, that exhibits cylindrical symmetry. In
the lowest order in the inverse string tension 
0
we have
obtained the spacetime metric (3.7) describing a perfect
uid and dilaton coupling to gravity. In rst order in 
0
both dilaton and electromagnetic eld were considered
where the Lorentz force acting on the uid particles van-
ishes. Though the picture of the perfect uid was not as
immediate as in the lowest order it has been extended
onto rst order as well.
Provided that the scalar elds in zeroth order do not
depend on the radial coordinate we were also able to nd
the generalization to the case when more scalar elds are
present.
The solution obtained depends upon the dilaton gradi-
ent and the magnetic eld in the longitudinal direction.
It is worthwhile to note that in all these situations the
Gauss-Bonnet term vanishes. Since the forms of zero and
rst order solutions are similar, we can straightforwardly
nd out what is a consequence of the electromagnetic
eld presence with respect to the chronology violation.
It turns out that it has the power to break down the
chronology even if the zero-order solution was chronolog-
ically well behaved.
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